
Modern User Interface
A clean and intuitive interface motivates
students by eliminating cluttered menus,
making tool discovery effortless and
encouraging software usage

True Task Management
Allows students to manage their
academic tasks within user-defined
categories, reducing anxiety and
overwhelm

Real Collaboration
Allows students to collaborate on
planning, task lists and whiteboards
and chat with group members and
supporters, all within the software

Whiteboards
Allows creative note-taking with the
ability to add text, sticky notes, images
and attachments or start with one of
the proven templates

Idea Bank
Allows students to keep track of their
ideas and add them to their mind
map at a later point, so that they are
not forgotten

AI Support
Ayoa Education includes neuro-
settings that support neurodiverse
learning and suggest ideas to help
avoid blank page syndrome

Dedicated Mobile Apps
Allows students to access and add to
their work anywhere, any time with
iOS and Android apps included for
mobile and tablet

Accessibility
Allows users to set default font type,
size and background colours,
ensuring their work is accessible
from the start

Ayoa delivers an inclusive, all-in-one solution for your students, facilitating assignment

planning, task management, and collaborative engagement with peers and supporters.
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Click to play (02:50)
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Book a free
1-1 demo
of Ayoa

30 MinutesBook

Supporting individual student needs

Resources & training

Your AI-Powered Partner promoting collaboration and embracing
diversity in an all-in-one strategy. For everyone, everywhere!

Short Term Memory
Idea bank reduces cognitive overload
by allowing students to get ideas down
quickly without having to decide
where to add them to their mind map

Anxiety
Visual task management with user-
defined categories reduces
overwhelm and allows students to
plan their academic work with help
from a supporter

Ayoa's toolbar customisation and
Auto Focus tool hide unnecessary
buttons and information, allowing
students to focus their attention

Ayoa promotes group work
collaboration by providing a free
version to all students, allowing
project collaboration all within
the Ayoa app

Social Interaction

Maintaining Focus

Widening Participation
With an Ayoa Education licence, you enable

unlimited sharing ability for students to collaborate

with each other, including free users. Ayoa offers

features like instant messaging, comments and

video calls to enhance communication with

educators. This study support tool provides

cooperation among all students, making fully

integrated team collaboration easier than ever!

https://www.ayoa.com/demo/?utm_campaign=DSA%20Newsletter-%20confirmed%20marketing%20contacts&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--dZuoHGRc1oZElKfu4HSpkJ_aqkfXs9LG8wvoLsO9_YQiRW_sSqWqtwRr6Wqwr0aI____8cKY8Ep4apCaLKDR80AkX9A&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLEK3HXFNxVJKiOyHspk-pEqjGWIstE766

